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Astrocytes have many roles within the brain parenchyma, and a subpopulation restricted to
germinal niches functions as neural stem cells (NSCs) that produce various types of neuronal
progeny in relation to spatiotemporal factors. A growing body of evidence supports the
concept of morphological and molecular differences between astrocytes in different brain
regions, which might relate to their derivation from regionally patterned radial glia. Indeed,
the notion that astrocytes aremolecularlyand functionally heterogeneous could help explain
how the central nervous system (CNS) retains embryonic positional information into adult-
hood. Here, we discuss recent evidence for regionally encoded functions of astrocytes in the
developing and adult CNS to provide an integrated concept of the origin and possible
function of astrocyte heterogeneity. We focus on the regionalization of NSCs in the ventric-
ular–subventricular zone (V-SVZ) of the adult mammalian brain and emerging evidence for
a segmental organization of astrocytes in the developing spinal cord and forebrain. We
propose that astrocytes’ diversity will provide fundamental clues to understand regional
brain organization and function.

A
lthough neurons have long been accepted

as a functionally diverse population, astro-

cytes, the most abundant cell types in the mam-
malian brain, are regarded as relatively homoge-

neous and interchangeable. Indeed, many lines

of evidence support this view. Electrophysiolog-
ical properties of astrocytes between central ner-

vous system (CNS) regions are similar and

markers for astrocytes are similarly expressed
in different brain regions. Astrocyte develop-

ment has long been considered to be a “default

state,” commencing when proneural programs

extinguish and/or radial glia (RG) mature.

This and other articles in the collection will
challenge the notion of astrocyte homogeneity

and cover emerging studies that indicate their

importance in a variety of neurological func-
tions. For example, once considered passive

players that provide structural and metabolic

support for neurons, astrocytes are now rec-
ognized as potent regulators of synapse forma-

tion, subsequent fine-tuning, and maintenance
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(Chung et al. 2013; Clarke andBarres 2013). The

genetic mechanisms that underlie astrocyte de-
velopment have been reviewed recently else-

where (Rowitch and Kriegstein 2010; Molofsky

et al. 2012). The purpose of this review is to
cover evidence for spatiotemporal heterogenei-

ty of astroglial populations in the brain and spi-

nal cord. The notion of astrocyte heterogeneity
most likely stems from Ramón y Cajal, who

noted several distinctive astrocyte morpholo-

gies (Parpura andHaydon 2008) that are readily
apparent in the human brain (Oberheim et al.

2006). Other studies report differences in astro-

cyte expression profiles across regions of the
CNS (Bachoo et al. 2004; Regan et al. 2007;

Doyle et al. 2008; Krencik et al. 2011). However,

establishing functional astrocyte heterogeneity
represents a major frontier for investigation.

Might positional signals, encoded during

the process of embryonic pattern formation,
carried forward in a heritable fashion diversify

stem cell populations of the ventricular–sub-

ventricular zone (V-SVZ), as well as parenchy-
mal astrocytes? Indeed, in the postnatal period,

we will argue that astrocytes comprise a key

population to encode positional cues and other
locally restricted factors that may be required

for neuron subtype survival and circuit for-

mation and/or maintenance. We propose that
the concept that astrocytes are highly heteroge-

neous and retain important information will

be fundamental to our understanding of the
origin of neuronal diversity and to the develop-

ment and possibly the normal function of brain

circuits.

HETEROGENEITY OF NEURAL STEM CELLS
(NSCs) OF THE V-SVZ

Embryonic Patterning Specifies NSC
Heterogeneity

Regional Heterogeneity of Forebrain NSCs
during Embryonic Development

How are NSCs programmed to produce diver-

sified neural progeny? During embryonic de-

velopment, RG cells derived from the neuro-
epithelium are the primary NSCs that produce

neurons and glia throughout the brain (Noctor

et al. 2002; Anthony et al. 2004; and reviewed

in Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009). These
cells, like their neuroepithelial precursors, con-

tain apicobasal specializations with their cell

bodies retained in the ventricular zone (VZ).
Although neuroepithelial cells and RG appear

to be homogeneous populations of dividing

cells lining the ventricles, they are regionally spe-
cialized for producing distinct subtypes of neu-

rons (Campbell 2003; Puelles and Rubenstein

2003). These progenitor domains are estab-
lished by cell-extrinsic positional signals, such

as dorsal bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)

and ventral Sonic hedgehog (Shh), and are fur-
ther refined by the expression of numerous tran-

scription factors (Campbell 2003; Sur and Ru-

benstein 2005). Along the dorsoventral (DV)
axis of the forebrain,major RGdomains include

the pallium (cortex), subpallial structures (lat-

eral and medial ganglionic eminences [LGEs
and MGEs, respectively]), and the septum (Fig.

1). Cortical progenitors produce different layers

of projection neurons with distinct morpholog-
ical and functional identities. Conversely, LGE

progenitors produce projection neurons of the

striatum and olfactory bulb (OB) interneurons,
whereas MGE progenitors give rise to the inter-

neurons that populate the different regions of

the telencephalon, as well as projection neurons
of the pallidum and basal forebrain (Campbell

2003;Wonders andAnderson 2006; Flames et al.

2007). Similar subdivisions are present in the an-
teroposterior axis of the forebrain (Puelles and

Rubenstein 2003; Greig et al. 2013). Regional

diversity of forebrain progenitors also underlies
development of diversified glial subtypes at later

developmental stages of embryogenesis (Ro-

witch and Kriegstein 2010) as discussed below.

Temporal Heterogeneity of NSCs during
Embryonic Development

Do temporal factors also contribute to neural

diversification from forebrain NSCs? Indeed, a
number of different studies have shown that the

neurogenic potential of RG changes over time

(reviewed inKohwi andDoe 2013). This tempo-
ral patterning has been best studied in the devel-

oping pallium (cortex) and retina (McConnell
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1992; Cepko et al. 1996). Cortical neurogenesis
begins with the production of deeper projection

neurons (E11–E13 in mouse) and continues

with successive generation of superficial projec-
tion neurons (E14–E16). These periods of neu-

rogenesis are then followedby increasedgliogen-

esis. Astrocytes are first detected aroundE16 and
oligodendrocytes around birth; however, the

vast majority of both cell types are produced

during the first month of postnatal develop-
ment. Remarkably, this timing mechanism ap-

pears to rely on cell-intrinsic temporal cues be-
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Figure 1. Developmental origins of adult parenchymal and V-SVZ astrocyte heterogeneity. (A) The regional
specification of neuroepithelial (NE) cells, (B) radial glia (RG), and (C) V-SVZ and parenchymal astrocytes
(D) throughoutdevelopment.NEandRGcells atdifferent regionsof thedeveloping forebrain(AandB), including
thepallium(green), the lateral andmedial ganglioniceminences (LGEandMGEinblueandorange, respectively),
and septum(purple), give rise to adultV-SVZNSCs at thedifferentwalls of the lateral ventricles andparenchymal
astrocytes that maintain key positional information cues to control the progeny they produce and function,
respectively. (D) Neural stem cell lineage progression during brain development. NE gives rise to neurogenic
RG that generate different neuronal subtypes in a sequentialmanner.At later stages of embryogenesis, neurogenic
RG become gliogenic to produce astrocytes. Whether RG sequentially generate different astrocyte subtypes
remains to be determined. The final location of astrocytes in restricted spatial domains is determined by a DV
segmental template. RG also give rise to V-SVZ astrocytes that produce different subtypes of OB interneurons
depending on the region inwhich they are located. OB, olfactory bulb; V-SVZ, ventricular–subventricular zone.
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cause it can be recapitulated in clonal culture

(Qian et al. 2000; Shen et al. 2006).
An important question that remains to

be answered is whether individual RG produce

different neural subtypes progressively. Clonal
studies with retroviral labeling, or mouse stem

cell chimeras, have suggested that this stereo-

typic sequence of neuronal and glia production
may take place within individual progenitors

(Walsh and Cepko 1988; Tan et al. 1995; Magavi

et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2013; and reviewed in
Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009). On the

other hand, fate-restricted progenitors produc-

ing only subtypes of neurons or only glia have
also been observed to coexist at early stages of

development using retrovirus labeling (Luskin

et al. 1988, 1993; Price and Thurlow 1988; Par-
navelas et al. 1991; Grove et al. 1993; Parnavelas

1999;McCarthy et al. 2001;Wu et al. 2006). One

caveat of these experiments is that retroviruses,
which infect dividing cells only, do not distin-

guish between multipotent or fate-restricted

progenitors, such as intermediate progenitors
(Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009).

Taken together, it is now clear that the

embryonic neuroepithelium is composed of a
heterogeneous mix of progenitors that produce

different neural subtypes within specific spatio-

temporal boundaries. The developmental tim-
ing and location of RG, a property tightly linked

to their neuroepithelial origin, appear to be the

key determinants of the types of neurons gen-
erated. As we will describe below, similar, if not

the same, spatial and temporal patterning pro-

grams appear to diversify the neuronal progeny
of adult NSCs and, perhaps, parenchymal astro-

cytes into functional subtypes.

Adult V-SVZ Astrocytes Are Regionally
Specified NSCs

The Neurogenic Nature of Adult V-SVZ
Astrocytes Defines Them as NSCs

Are astrocytes in selected regions of the brain
NSCs? Throughout postnatal life in rodents and

probably many other mammals, relatively qui-

escent NSCs (or B1 cells) are retained in the V-
SVZ in the walls of the lateral ventricles. These

primary progenitors give rise to rapidly divid-

ing intermediate progenitors (also known as C

cells) that produce large numbers of young neu-
rons (or A cells). These immature cells migrate

over long distances to reach the OB where they

differentiate into multiple types of local inter-
neurons. These cells become integrated into

functional circuits continually replacing older

cells in a process that has been suggested to
be important for neuronal plasticity and the

processing of olfactory information (Cecchi

et al. 2001; Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla 2002;
Wachowiak and Shipley 2006; Imayoshi et al.

2008; Lledo et al. 2008; Sakamoto et al. 2014).

Adult B1 cells were originally identified as
astrocytes because of the many markers (glial

fibrillary acidic protein [GFAP], Glast, and Nes-

tin), morphology, and ultrastructure they share
with differentiated astroglial cells (Paterson

et al. 1973; Doetsch et al. 1999). The neurogenic

properties of these adult V-SVZ astrocytes were
shown by a number of different experiments.

After treatment with the antimitotic drug,

Ara-C, which eliminates fast-dividing C and A
cells, only B1 cells and ependymal cells remain

in the V-SVZ. B1 cells divide and regenerate the

population of transient amplifying C cells that,
in turn, generate neuroblasts to repopulate the

whole neurogenic V-SVZ lineage (Doetsch et al.

1999). Specific targeting of GFAP-express-
ing B1 cells further corroborated these experi-

ments. Using a reporter-expressing avian leuko-

sis (RCAS) retrovirus that infects cells with a
GFAP-promoter-driven Tva receptor—which

is required for RCAS internalization—results

in the subsequent generation of new neurons
that migrated into the OB (Doetsch et al.

1999; Laywell et al. 2000). Finally, the astrocytic

nature of adult progenitors was further estab-
lished by studies using transgenic mice express-

ing herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase

(HSV-TK) under the control of the GFAP
promoter. In these mice, treatment with the

antiviral agent ganciclovir results in the specific

ablation of GFAP-expressing cells and, conse-
quently, a substantial reduction in the genera-

tion of new neurons in vitro and in vivo (Imura

et al. 2003; Morshead et al. 2003). Thus, V-SVZ
astrocytes function as NSCs in the adult brain.

Indeed, several recent studies have suggested

O.A. Bayraktar et al.
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that astrocytes in parenchyma might also have

increased potential to produce neurons in the
setting of injury (Sirko et al. 2013), suggesting

that NSC properties might be retained under

certain circumstances.

Regional Heterogeneity of Adult V-SVZ
Astrocytes

Do adult V-SVZ NSCs retain heterogeneous re-

gional properties? During development, B1 cells
are derived from RG (Merkle et al. 2004, 2007).

As discussed above, embryonic neuroepithelial

cells and RGs are organized into distinct spatial
domains. Recent studies using stem cell trans-

plantation and genetic fate-mapping experi-

ments revealed that B1 cells in the V-SVZ are
also heterogeneous. Progenitors located in dif-

ferent regions of the V-SVZ generate specific

subtypes of interneurons (Hack et al. 2005; Al-
len et al. 2007; Kohwi et al. 2007; Young et al.

2007). Thus, it has been proposed that this

V-SVZ positional identity may be determined
by a combination of transcription factors ex-

pressed early in development and maintained

postnatally (Allen et al. 2007; Merkle et al.
2007; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009). Ear-

lier work suggested that themajorityof the adult

V-SVZ is derived from the LGE (Wichterle et al.
1999). Consistently, much of the adult V-SVZ

shows expression of transcription factors typical

of the dorsal LGE, such as Gsx2, Dlx1/2, ER81,
Pax6, and Sp8 (Stenman et al. 2003; Parras et al.

2004;Hacket al. 2005; Kohwi et al. 2007;Waclaw

et al. 2009). Mice null for some of these LGE
transcription factors are deficient in the produc-

tion of specific subtypes of OB interneurons in

adults (reviewed in Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2008).
However, transplantation and cre-mediated lin-

eage-tracing experiments suggest that other re-

gions of the embryonic telencephalon outside of
the LGE, such as the cortex (pallium) and sep-

tum, also contribute to the adult germinal niche

(Kohwi et al. 2007; Young et al. 2007; Brill et al.
2009).Although itwas found that these different

regions contributed with specific populations

of progenitors, it remains unknown whether
this regional specification in the embryo relates

directly to postnatal regionalization.

Direct evidence for mosaic organization of

the postnatal V-SVZ derives from studies that
labeledNSCs indiscrete locationsof theperiven-

tricular germinal niche using adenovirus ex-

pressing cre (Ad:Cre) injected intomice carrying
a conditional reporter (Merkle et al. 2007; Ven-

tura andGoldman 2007). These studies revealed

that different types of OB interneurons are de-
rived from unique locations of the V-SVZ. For

instance, dorsal V-SVZ NSCs generate mostly

superficial granule cells (GCs) and dopaminer-
gic periglomerular cells (PGCs), whereas ventral

NSCs produce deep GCs and calbindinþ PGCs.

Superficial GCs can be subdivided according to
calretinin (CalR) expression. Although labeled

primary progenitors in the dorsal part of the

lateral ventricular wall generated many superfi-
cial GCs, very few of these cells expressed CalR.

However, targeting NSCs in the anteromedial

wall facing the septum labeled many superficial
CalRþ GCs. CalRþ PGCs also appear to be de-

rived from this germinal zone, suggesting that a

very small subdomain of the V-SVZ in the ante-
roventral septum produces most of the CalRþ

OB interneurons. Interestingly, this parcellation

observed in theV-SVZ region seems to be highly
complex. A recent study showed that the ante-

roventral regionof theV-SVZ,which covers only

5% of the total surface area, could be further
subdivided into smaller microdomains. Sur-

prisingly, these microdomains are finely pat-

terned by a combination of transcription factors
(TFs), including Zic1/2/3 and Nkx6.2, to pro-

duce at least four previously unknownOB inter-

neuron subtypes (Merkle et al. 2013).
How is the regional heterogeneity of V-

SVZ determined? Such positional specification

appears to be primarily through a cell-auto-
nomous mechanism, because postnatal green

fluorescent protein (GFP)-labeled progenitors

transplanted into heterologous locations of the
postnatal SVZmaintained their original pheno-

type (Merkle et al. 2007). Although these exper-

iments strongly suggest that relocation within
the V-SVZ is not sufficient to switch stem cell

identity, a recent study suggests that a gradient of

Shh signaling may determine DV differences in
NSC behavior in the postnatal V-SVZ. Interest-

ingly, ectopic dorsal activation of Shh signaling,
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by introduction of a constitutively active recep-

tor (SmoM2), is sufficient to make dorsal pri-
mary progenitors behave like ventral ones (Ihrie

et al. 2011). It will be interesting to determine

whether other molecular mechanisms involved
in early regional specification, such as Shh, re-

main operational as a mechanism for plasticity

in the adult.
Taken together, V-SVZ astrocytes are re-

gionally heterogeneous; their identity appears

to be encoded during development and main-
tained throughout adulthood. The mosaic or-

ganization of the adult V-SVZ provides a pow-

erful system to uncover molecular mechanisms
underlying regionalization and cell-fate specifi-

cation and to understand how early positional

codes are retained throughout the entire life of
an animal.

Temporal Specification of Adult V-SVZ
Astrocytes

The NSC Glial Lineage

In addition to the intricate spatial patterning of

V-SVZ astrocytes, temporal mechanisms also
appear to regulate adult NSCs. Several obser-

vations have led to the proposition that NSCs

are contained within the neuroepithelial (NE)-
RG-B1 cell lineages (Fig. 1) (Alvarez-Buylla et al.

2001). As discussed previously, lineage-tracing

experiments have shown that RG give rise to B1
cells (Merkle et al. 2004, 2007). Similar to their

RG predecessors, B1 cells retain key neuroepi-

thelial characteristics, including RG marker ex-
pression (such as Nestin, brain lipid-binding

protein [BLBP], and Sox2) and apicobasal po-

larity with an apical compartment, containing a
primary cilium, which contacts the lateral ven-

tricle and a long basal process ending on blood

vessels (Mirzadeh et al. 2008; Shen et al. 2008;
Tavazoie etal. 2008).These featuresallowB1cells

to interact with multiple environments within

their niche and contribute to their neurogenic
behavior (reviewed in Fuentealba et al. 2012).

Thus, adult NSCs may be derived sequentially

from RG progenitors that, earlier in develop-
ment, produce the different neuronal subpopu-

lations of the forebrain (Alvarez-Buylla et al.

2001; Kriegstein andAlvarez-Buylla 2009). A re-

cent study using time-lapse clonal analysis in
vitro showed that individual E11.5 cortical pro-

genitors could generate Tbr1þ projection neu-

rons followed by GAD67þ/SP8þ OB interneu-
rons. These observations suggest that individual

embryonic cortical progenitors may contribute

sequentially to projection neurons and, at later
time points, OB interneurons (Cai et al. 2013).

Remarkably, these timing mechanisms may

work in concert with spatial transcriptional
programs described previously. A recent study

showed that conditional genetic manipulation

of the LGE TF, Gsx2, results in time-dependent
distinctive cell fate changes in the developing

telencephalon. Gsx2 is required for both striatal

(early) andOB (late) neuronal generation. Early
(E9.5) misexpression of Gsx2 results in the re-

specification of the developing forebrain into an

Isl1-expressing striatal cell phenotype, whereas
late (E13.5) Gsx2 missexpression promoted

SP8þ OB specification. Conversely, conditional

inactivation of Gsx2 at midneurogenesis only
affectsOBbut not striatal neuronal identity (Wa-

claw et al. 2009). These results differ from germ-

line deletion of Gsx2, which results in aberrant
generation of both striatal and OB neuronal

subtypes (Corbin et al. 2000; Yun et al. 2003;

Waclaw et al. 2009). Similar temporal mecha-
nisms of cell fate specification switch may take

place in the different regions of the developing

telencephalon.

Temporal Patterning of Adult V-SVZ NSCs

It is unclear whether progeny subtypes derived

from V-SVZ NSCs change in a temporal man-

ner, analogous to what has been observed with
cortical and retinal progenitors. Stem cell trans-

plantation experiments suggest that neonatal

and adult progenitors produce different pro-
portions of PGCs. Neonatal progenitors give

rise preferentially to CalBþ PGCs, whereas adult

progenitors produce higher numbers of CalRþ

and THþ PGCs (De Marchis et al. 2007). In a

separate study, fate mapping of OB progenitors

using an inducible genetic method also showed
that the neuronal progeny identity varied be-

tween progenitors at different developmental

O.A. Bayraktar et al.
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stages (Batista-Brito et al. 2008). Similar to the

study by De Marchis et al., late embryonic and
neonatal NSCs produced progeny that preferen-

tially expressedCalBþPGCs,whereas adultNSC

progeny contributedmostly CalRþPGCs.How-
ever, it was found that THþ PGC production is

highest at early developmental stages and de-

creases after birth (Batista-Brito et al. 2008).
Interestingly, the ratio of these three subpopu-

lations of interneurons, CalBþ, CalRþ, andTHþ

PGCs, does not appear to change from neonatal
to adult stages, suggesting that the production

of these OB subtypes is tightly linked to their

turnover in the OB neuronal circuitry (Kohwi
et al. 2007). This raises the possibility that ac-

tivity-dependent survival mechanisms might

feed back to regulate progeny cell production
through as-yet undetermined mechanisms.

In summary, RG and a subpopulation of

astrocytes in the V-SVZ region are regionally
and temporally specified to generate a wide va-

riety of neuronal and glial subpopulations. Re-

gional specification may allow the preservation
of relative positional information asNSCs trans-

form from neuroepithelial cells to RG and to

adult progenitor astrocytes. In parallel, tempo-
ral factors may dictate the order and subtype of

neuron (and/or glia) that NSCs producewithin
these individual domains. It will be interesting
todetermine how thedynamicmolecularmech-

anisms for primary progenitor specification are

maintained during the progression of the NE-
RG-B1 cell lineage. Whether these mechanisms

take place in individual progenitors is an impor-

tant question that remains to be determined.

HETEROGENEITY OF MAMMALIAN
ASTROCYTES

Mammalian Astrocytes: A Functionally
Diverse Population?

The previous section shows how both embry-

onic and adult NSCs are spatiotemporally pat-
terned to specify neuronal heterogeneity. As

neurogenesis ceases, NSCs switch to glial pro-

duction and generate a vast number of paren-
chymal astrocytes. These mature astrocytes have

an extensive repertoire of functions in themam-

malian CNS. An emerging question is whether

this wide spectrum of roles is (1) shared by
all astrocytes, (2) divided between functionally

heterogeneous astrocyte subtypes intermixed in

all CNS domains, or (3) segregated to regional
astrocyte domains with specialized local func-

tions in neuronal circuit support. One approach

is to ask whether mature astrocytes acquire re-
gional and/or temporal functional differences

like embryonic RG and adult V-SVZ astrocytes

throughout development. Here, we focus on
brain and spinal cord development leading to

the diversification of astrocytes. Unlike diversi-

fication of adult V-SVZ NSCs, however, the lit-
erature on heterogeneity of astrocytes is relative-

ly small and functional astrocyte diversity is an

emerging concept.

Morphological and Molecular Heterogeneity
of Parenchymal Astrocytes

Several lines of evidence indicate that astrocytes

are a heterogeneous population of cells. Mor-
phologically, two broad astrocyte subtypes

have long been recognized. Fibrous astrocytes

that populate the white matter have a “star-
like” appearance with regular contours, whereas

protoplasmic astrocytes that populate the gray

matter have more irregular “bushy” processes.
More recent studies have revealed further details

of the astrocyte expression profile (Cahoy et al.

2008; Yang et al. 2011) and how this can vary
across broad CNS regions (e.g., cerebellar vs.

cortical astrocytes) (Bachoo et al. 2004; Regan

et al. 2007;Doyle et al. 2008; Krenciket al. 2011),
indicating molecular heterogeneity. However,

the functional correlates of thesemorphological

and molecular subtypes have not been clearly
shown. Culture and transplantation experi-

ments have identified functional differences

among astrocytes from different brain regions
(Denis-Donini et al. 1984; Petit et al. 2001),

yet these observations have not been confirmed

by themanipulation of respective astrocyte sub-
types in vivo. In particular, it has been challeng-

ing to manipulate astrocyte function in a cell-

type and region-specific manner. Moreover,
some known astrocyte functions are hard to

measure in vivo (e.g., nutrient delivery). We
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have covered elsewhere that new molecular

markers and genetic tools allowing specific ma-
nipulation of astrocyte subpopulations are re-

quired for dissecting astrocyte heterogeneity

(Molofsky et al. 2012). In addition, invertebrate
model systems could play an important role in

exploring novel astrocyte functions (Freeman

and Rowitch 2013).

A Spatial/Segmental Template Underlies
Astrogenesis and Regional Allocation

During development, spatiotemporal pattern-

ing programs similar to those discussed above
for neurons might also specify diverse astrocyte

subtypes from gliogenic progenitors. If so, as-

trocytes with distinct spatiotemporal origins in
the CNS could be functionally heterogeneous.

The following sections review progress over the

past decade that examine segmental origins of
developing astrocytes with a view to their po-

tential functional diversification.

Embryonic Pattern Formation in the
Spinal Cord

Does neural tube patterning regulate astrocyte

subtype identity? Early in embryogenesis, gra-

dients of cell-extrinsic organizing signals, such
as ventral Shh and dorsal BMPs, lead to the

segmentation of the neuroepithelium into dis-

crete DV-restricted progenitor domains (Jessell
2000). This is reflected in the segmental ex-

pression of homeodomain and basic helix–

loop–helix (bHLH) transcription factors that
subsequently engage in cross-repressive interac-

tions to refine domain boundaries (e.g., p0, p1,

p2, and p3 domains) that generate interneuron
subtypes, and a pMN domain that generates

motor neurons. Thus, spatial patterning in the

spinal cord confers positional identity to neural
progenitors and creates a segmental template

that underlies neuronal diversity (see Fig. 2A).

After early embryonic neurogenesis, neural
tube progenitor domains switch to glial pro-

duction (at ≏12.5 days post coitum (dpc) in

mouse). Is astrocyte development in the spinal
cord based on a segmental template? The genet-

ic studies of bHLH and homedomain tran-

scription factors suggested that astrocytes are

specified from their progenitors in a position-
dependentmanner. First, the expression of stem

cell leukemia (SCL), encoding a bHLH protein,

is restricted to the ventral p2 domain where it
promotes the generation of astrocytes and re-

presses Olig2 and oligodendrocyte production

(Muroyama et al. 2005). The combinatorial ex-
pression of homeodomain proteins Pax6 and

Nkx6.1 also distinguish the p1, p2, and p3 do-

mains (Hochstim et al. 2008). This homeodo-
main code specifies three molecularly heteroge-

neous astrocyte subpopulations in the white

matter (termed VA1-3) identified by the expres-
sionofaxonandneuronalmigration factorsSlit1

andReelin. Furthermore, theDVarrangement of

VA1–3 astrocytes mirrors the progenitors in the
p1–3 domains.

Regional Astrocyte Allocation from
a Segmental Progenitor Template

The studies above provided an initial indication
that astrocytes are specified according to a seg-

mental template in the ventral spinal cord.

What about the rest of the DV axis of spinal
cord and the brain? Addressing this question

required methodology to trace astrocytes with

distinct segmental origins throughout the CNS.
The identification of the astroglial lineage-

specific markers Aldh1L1 and AldoC (Cahoy

et al. 2008) facilitated such characterization.
Aldh1L1-GFPþ gliogenic RG align along the VZ

and extend their processes toward the pial surface

at E13.5 (Fig. 2A) and later give rise to transit-
amplifying cells termed intermediate astrocyte

precursors (IAPs) that undergo local prolifera-

tion in parenchyma to expand pools of fibrous
and protoplasmic astrocytes (Tien et al. 2012);

local/proliferating IAPs are also found in the

forebrain (Ge et al. 2012). The RGs and IAPs
in the ventral domains of the spinal cord start

generating astrocytes earlier than their dorsal

counterparts, further indicating that astrocytes
develop in a segment-specific manner.

Howdo the astrocytes, derived fromdistinct

segmental RG domains, distribute into the spi-
nal cord white and gray matter? One could

imagine that astrocytes could disperse in mul-
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timodal fashion (like oligodendrocyte precur-

sors) to intermix throughout the spinal cord.
Alternatively, they might migrate in restricted

segmental fashion that would retain spatial co-

herence with their domains of origin. To inves-
tigate this, we performed lineage tracing of

RG and their astrocyte progeny in distinct DV

progenitor domains using various regionally ex-
pressed cre recombinase lines. These experi-

ments showed that astrocytes maintain a strictly

segmental distribution through lateral migra-
tion along RG trajectories (Tsai et al. 2012).

Astrocytes did not exhibit secondary tangential

migration from their domains of origin even
after injury or ablation of astrocytes in adjacent

domains by diphtheria toxin A (DTA). Thus,

astrocytes are regionally allocated into the spi-

nal cord according to a segmental template (Fig.
2) (Tsai et al. 2012).

Is regional allocation of astrocytes a general

phenomenon in the CNS? Lineage tracing of RG
domains in the forebrain also showed that as-

trocytes are invested in a region-restricted man-

ner from their domains of origin (Tsai et al.
2012). Clonal labeling of small forebrain RG

populations by focal Ad:Cre injections of the

cortical, lateral, and medial surfaces of condi-
tional reporter mice (Tsai et al. 2012) or cre-

recombinase lines that sparsely express in the

cortex (Magavi et al. 2012) confirmed this find-
ing, demonstrating that astrocytes become dis-

tributed along the territories originally occu-

Shh

BMPs

Pax6

Nkx2.2

SCL

Olig2

A  Embryonic patterning

     of radial glia

B   Intrinsic

     astrocyte patterning

VZ

C  Neuron-induced

     astrocyte patterning

D   Postnatal astrocytes

Motor neuron

Astrocyte subtypes

Gray matter

White matter

Figure 2. Models of intrinsic versus neuron-induced specification of regional astrocyte heterogeneity in the
spinal cord. (A) Embryonic patterning along the DVaxis gives rise to regionally specified RG. Signaling by Shh
and BMPs regulate the expression of segmental transcription factors, and cross-repressive interactions refine
progenitor domains. After neurogenesis, astrocytes are generated in all domains of the spinal cord. Theymigrate
laterally along the RG trajectories and do not undergo tangential migration from their domains of origin.
(B) Embryonic patterning specifies regionally distinct astrocytes. The segmental code established during early
patterning could be used during gliogenesis to specify segmental astrocyte subtypes and determines the spatial
allocation of astrocytes. (C) Extrinsic cues from local neurons might also determine regional astrocyte features
(motor neurons are depicted). (D) Segmental heterogeneity of fibrous and protoplasmic astrocytes could give
rise to astromeres (i.e., astrocyte domains with distinct functions). This is a speculative concept and an area for
future research. BMP, bone morphogenetic protein; SCL, stem cell leukemia; VZ, ventricular zone.
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pied by RG long basal processes (Fig. 1B,C).

These results indicate that in contrast to highly
migratory oligodendrocytes andmany neurons,

astrocytes are the least migratory neuroepithe-

lial derivative in the CNS.

Toward a Comprehensive Understanding of
Astrocyte Development and Heterogeneity

Regional Astrocyte Functions Regulate the
Sensorimotor Circuit

Might the regional origins and investment of

astrocytes couple to their diversification for lo-
cally restricted CNS functions? To investigate

potential functional astrocyte heterogeneity in

the spinal cord, we asked whether astrocytes
with dorsal or ventral origins have distinct roles

in the maintenance of the sensorimotor circuit.

Indeed, previous work revealed that the genetic
ablation of ventral astrocytes derived from the

pMN domain perturbs specific synaptic inputs

into motor neurons (Tsai et al. 2012). To eluci-
date such regional roles, we used the Aldh1L1-

GFP reporter to purify dorsal and ventral astro-

cytes from postnatal day 7 spinal cords by flow
cytometry and performed gene expression pro-

filing. These experiments revealed that dorsal

and ventral astrocytes differentially express sev-
eral genes encoding extracellular matrix com-

ponents or axon and cell migration factors in

the CNS, suggesting that regional astrocyte sub-
types might encode positional functions during

development (Molofsky et al. 2014).

Among regionally expressed astrocyte genes,
Semaphorin 3a (Sema3a)was highlyenriched in

ventral astrocytes. Sema3a is a secretedmolecule

that acts as a repulsive cue during axon guid-
ance, affects dendrite orientation in the cerebral

cortex and hippocampus (Pasterkamp and

Giger 2009), and may have other trophic roles.
We conditionally removed Sema3a from astro-

cytes using hGFAP-cre or Aldh1L1-cre. In the

wild-type spinal cord, two types of motor neu-
rons, called a and g, reside in the ventral gray

matter and project axons through the ventral

root to their muscle targets. On loss of astro-
cyte-encoded Sema3a,a-motor neurons showed

selective loss by P28. Longitudinal analysis in

such mutant animals showed abnormalities in

motor neuron axon initial segment (AIS) ori-
entation after P0, but not embryonic stages, and

astrocyte-encoded Sema3a also was required for

normal synaptic motor neuron input/electro-
physiology (Molofsky et al. 2014). These results

indicate that ventral astrocyte–derived Sema3a

is required for the maintenance, but not speci-
fication, of motor neuron axon orientation,

synaptogenesis, and a-motor neuron survival.

Although projections of type 1a proprioceptive
sensory afferents that synapse onto motor neu-

rons were not affected, we observed ectopic

ventral projections of TrkAþ sensory axons, in-
dicating that astrocyte-encoded Sema3a also

repels sensory axons in vivo, as previously pro-

posed (Kolodkin et al. 1997). Taken together,
these findings show that ventral astrocytes play

important roles in the maintenance and/or
specification of motor neuron and TrkAþ sen-
sory axons, a-motor neuron survival and func-

tion in the sensorimotor circuit, and show the

molecular functions of a region-specific astro-
cyte subtype (Molofsky et al. 2014).

Regional Diversification into Functional
“Astromeres”?

Based on the regional investment of astrocytes
in the CNS (Tsai et al. 2012) and our initial

studies above, we speculate that regional hetero-

geneity of astrocytes could be a general phe-
nomenon that gives rise to “astromeres,” com-

prising regionally specialized astrocytes tailored

for support of local neuronal subtypes. As ex-
emplified above, astrocytes could help establish

neuronal circuits by providing positional guid-

ance cues for migrating neurons and axon path
finding. This is supported by studies onmidline

glial populations during cortical development;

these specialized GFAPþ cells express several
guidance molecules that regulate callosal axon

targeting (Shu and Richards 2001; Shu et al.

2003; Unni et al. 2012), suggesting that region-
restricted astrocytes express positional cues

across the developing CNS.

During later stages of circuit development,
regional astrocytes might support local neurons

in synapse formation and pruning. Importantly,
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as astrocytes are generated after the initial spec-

ification of neuronal circuitry by embryonic
patterning, they could be involved in maintain-

ing neuronal wiring and/or plasticity through-
out postnatal development and adult life, per-
haps by persistently expressing axon guidance

molecules (Koeberle and Bähr 2004). Beyond

maintenance, astrocytes could regulate neuro-
nal activity and survival. Our findings in the

sensorimotor system indicate that local astro-

cytes are an integral component of this circuit
(Tsai et al. 2012;Molofsky et al. 2014). Thus, it is

important to consider the roles of local astro-

cytes in neural circuit development and func-
tion. As illustrated above, molecular profiling

of astrocyte subpopulations will be useful for

elucidating regionally patterned astrocyte roles.
Importantly, given that embryonic patterning

could specify regional heterogeneity, the molec-

ular profiling of astrocytes with distinct seg-
mental origins could identify functionally rele-

vantmolecular differences. This approach could

dissect functional astrocyte subtypes within a
CNS region. These studies will rely on new and

existing astrocyte-specific genetic tools, such

as Aldh1L1-GFP reporter and cre recombinase
(Cahoy et al. 2008; Tien et al. 2012). Finally, a

better understanding of how astrocytes are pat-

terned during development will help define the
extent of astrocyte heterogeneity (see below).

Regulation of Regional Astrocyte
Heterogeneity

How might regional astrocyte subtypes become
determined? Spatial astrocyte heterogeneity

could be specified by cell-intrinsic and/or cell-
extrinsic mechanisms. As described above, dur-
ing pattern formation, cell-intrinsic specifica-

tion of diverse astrocytes could take place (Fig.

2B). In this respect, DV patterning mechanisms
could collaborate with general proglial tran-

scription factors, such as Sox9 and nuclear fac-

tor I/A (NFIA)/B (Rowitch and Kriegstein
2010). Alternatively, diversified neurons might

induce diverse properties of astrocytes via cell-

extrinsic cues (Fig. 2C). Indeed, previous studies
have shown that neuron-derived signals could

regulate astrocyte development and physiology

(Swanson et al. 1997; Barnabé-Heider et al.

2005; Kaneko et al. 2010); such patterning cues
might also be neuronal activity dependent.

However, it is important to consider that this

neuronal template will not exactly mirror the
embryonic segmental pattern, as it will consist

of both locally invested and migrating neurons

in the CNS. Further investigation is needed to
determine whether intrinsic and extrinsic cues

act in a combinatorial fashion to determine spa-

tial astrocyte heterogeneity. For example, em-
bryonic patterning could establish certain as-

pects of regional astrocyte identity, and these

properties could be refined by neuronal-derived
cues later during development.

A better understanding of regional astrocyte

heterogeneity will also require determining
whether and how individual astrocyte progeni-

tors become lineage restricted. Previous studies

that fate-mapped cortical V-SVZ progenitors
with retroviral vectors (Grove et al. 1993; Luskin

and McDermott 1994; Parnavelas 1999), or

combinatorial expression of fluorescent pro-
teins (Garcia-Marques and Lopez-Mascaraque

2013) showed that protoplasmic and fibrous as-

trocytes are generated from distinct lineages.
Although the mechanisms that define glial pro-

genitor fate potentials are not clear, these ob-

servations suggest that distinct astrocyte pro-
genitors within one spatial domain might give

rise to diverse astrocyte subtypes and expand

regional heterogeneity.

Temporal Heterogeneity of Astrocytes?

A final speculative concept is the temporal reg-

ulation of astrocyte features that could confer

additional specialization to parenchymal astro-
cytes, analogous to that described above for

NSCs. Indeed, elegant studies in the Drosophila

CNS have shown that individual NSCs could
change over time to generate distinct neural

subtypes (Kohwi andDoe 2013); these temporal

neural identities are specified by sequentially
expressed transcription factors in neural pro-

genitors (Isshiki et al. 2001; Bayraktar and Doe

2013; Li et al. 2013). In a similar fashion, verte-
brate parenchymal astrocytes could be specified

based on their birth time in the CNS or their
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birth order from glial progenitors (Fig. 1D).

Importantly, temporal patterning cues could
be integrated with the spatial determinants of

astrocyte heterogeneity to expand the diversity

of astrocyte subtypes within each CNS region.
Currently, little is known about vertebrate

astrocyte temporal heterogeneity. Early studies

noted that protoplasmic and fibrous astrocytes
are generated at different times during rat optic

nerve development (Miller and Raff 1984). In

the mouse spinal cord, astrocytes are generated
progressively in a temporal ventral-to-dorsal

fashion (Tien et al. 2012), suggesting that seg-

mentally generated astrocytes are also temporal-
ly distinct. Future studies can use conditional

fate mapping (e.g., Aldh1L1-CreER) and subse-

quent molecular profiling, or clonal labeling
techniques, such as mosaic analysis with double

markers (MADM) (Zong et al. 2005) to dissect

the temporal heterogeneity of astrocyte progen-
itors. Alternatively, identification of temporally

expressed genes in astrocyte precursors and fur-

ther utilization of their relevant cis-acting DNA
regulatory sequences in fate-mapping experi-

ments could distinguish temporal astrocyte

subtypes. It will also be essential to better char-
acterize progenitor types and their prolifera-

tion patterns in astrocyte lineages. The transit-

amplifying intermediate astrocyte precursors
observed in the spinal cord and possibly the ce-

rebral cortex (Ge et al. 2012; Tien et al. 2012)

could potentially undergo temporal patterning
to expand astrocyte heterogeneity in the CNS

(Bayraktar and Doe 2013). Finally, it will also

be important to consider that some astrocyte
functions also change over time. For example,

astrocytes secrete thrombospondins 1 and 2,

which regulate synaptogenesis largely during
postnatal stages but not throughout adulthood

(Christopherson et al. 2005).

CONCLUSION

The idea that astrocytes comprise more than
just “glue” (glia) and carryout critical functions

in the CNS beyond passive support has been

raised repeatedly over the last century. Many
new functions have been discovered for astro-

cytes, some of which are evolutionarily con-

served (Freeman and Rowitch 2013). Here, we

have described studies showing how astroglial
NSCs and parenchymal astrocytes are much

more heterogeneous than previously suspected.

Important questions outnumber the answers.
How is astrocyte heterogeneity generated, and

aside from spatial restriction, what is the func-

tional significance? The advent of new genetic
tools to purify and genetically modify astrocytes

of populations in the developing and mature

CNS will be critical to further investigation. In
addition, transplantation studies should help

determine how plastic regionally specified as-

trocytes are and whether their local identity is
cell autonomously determined. Such studies

should provide exciting avenues for the future

and may create a new paradigm for thinking
about precise cell–cell interactions in regional

neural circuit formation and function.
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